The effective potential in universal like coordinates(U, V, θ, φ), which are smooth across the event horizon is derived and investigated the ISCO(Innermost Stable Circular Orbits) explicitly in these coordinates for extremal Kerr spacetime. Extremization of the effective potential for timelike circular orbit shows that the existence of a stable circular geodesics in the extremal spacetime for direct orbit, precisely on the event horizon in terms of the radial coordinate which coincides with the principal null geodesic congruences of the event horizon. These null geodesic congruences mold themselves to the spacetime curvature in such a way that Weyl conformal tensor and its dual are vanished, that is why they are in fact doubly degenerate principal null congruences.
Cauchy horizon in the extremal Kerr geometry is actually infinity but in the near extremal situation the proper distance is finite. It has been found that [2] in the extremal geometry, there exists a class of stable circular orbit so called ISCO on the event horizon of the extremal spacetime which coincides with the null geodesic generator of the event horizon [1, 2] but the near extremal black hole spacetime does not admit this class of geodesics. Lastly, the extremal black hole spacetime have zero Hawking temperature due to the zero surface gravity which measures the equilibrium temperature for the thermal distribution of the radiation, whereas the non extremal blackhole possesses Hawking temperature.
In this letter, we show an interesting feature of the Kerr spacetime, is that the effective potential for timelike circular geodesics and null circular geodesics coalesce into zero energy geodesics and therefore direct ISCO coalesce with the principal null geodesic congruences. This happens only in extremal spacetime, near extremal spacetime does not admit such type of features. In particular, the class of geodesics close to the event horizon in the extremal case does not overlap with the class in the case infinitesimally close to the extremal.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we explicitly derive the effective potential in universal like coordinates and discuss the subtleties of the coordinates on the horizon. In section 3 we calculate the principal null geodesic congruences . Finally, we conclude our discussions in section 5.
Consider the Kerr metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates,
where
The outer horizon r + is called event horizon and the inner horizon r − is called Cauchy horizon.
Zero Energy Geodesics:
The extremal Kerr metric is adapted from the work [2] ( See for details: arXiv:1108.2333v1). Therefore on the equatorial plane θ = π/2 the metric can be written as
The spacetime (2) has a timelike isometry generated by the timelike Killing vector field ξ whose projection along the 4-velocity u of geodesics: ξ · u = −E, is conserved along such geodesics. Now, ξ has non-vanishing components ξ U , ξ V which can be easily derived from the fact that in the Schwarzschild coordinate basis ξ = ∂ t . One obtains ξ U = cos 2 U , ξ V = sin 2 V . Thus, in this coordinate chart, E can be expressed as
There is also the 'angular momentum' L ≡ ζ · u (where ζ ≡ ∂ φ ) which is similarly conserved. It can be expressed as
For circular geodesics; the radial component of the 4-velocity vanishes: u r = 0. In terms of components in our chosen coordinate chart, this translates into r U u U + r V u V = 0 where r U ≡ ∂r/∂U etc. So that one can obtain for circular geodesics
From normalization of the geodesics equation we get
For timelike circular geodesics u 2 = −1, Using (8, 9) one can obtain the energy equation for timelike circular geodesics is
Therefore the effective potential for timelike circular geodesics may be written as
Similarly the effective potential for null circular geodesics can be written as
Observe that the future horizon of the spacetime is given by U = π/2 with V arbitrary: in other words r(π/2, V ) = M, which is the direct ISCO for extremal Kerr blackhole also. One can compute the derivatives, it turns out that r U (π/2, V ) = 2M 2 , while the other derivative of r is regular on the horizon. Now on the future horizon or at r = M(direct ISCO)
which implies u U → 0 and u V → ∞ on the horizon. It follows that L is a finite quantity which indeed does not vanish on the horizon. It can also easily seen that the effective potential for timelike circular geodesics and null circular geodesics coalesce into zero energy geodesics. i.e.
Since both massive particles and photons are coincident to the zero energy geodesics, therefore they must mold themselves to the spacetime curvature. Thus Weyl conformal tensor and its dual are vanished on that curvature, so they are called doubly degenerate principal null congruences.
Principal Null Congruences:
In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the principal null congruences are
These photon geodesics mold themselves to the spacetime curvature in such a way that, if C αβγδ is the Weyl conformal tensor and * C αβγδ = ǫ αβµν C µν γδ is its dual, then
This implies, these photon geodesics are doubly degenerate principal null congruences. The fact that the proper spatial distance [2] from ISCO to horizon tends to non zero and diverges at the extremal limit. But the proper time interval for in-falling radial geodesics for zero angular momentum on the horizon at the extremal limit will be
r 2 ). Now at the horizon at the extremal limit this can be dr dτ = ±2. + sign for outgoing geodesics and − sign for ingoing geodesics. Therefore in-falling proper time from photon orbit or ISCO or marginal bound orbit to the horizon becomes zero. This implies the fact that these orbits both coincides to the principal null congruences of the future event horizon.
Discussion:
Therefore the issue of direct ISCO on the horizon must coincides with the principal null geodesic congruences of the event horizon. Thus the effective potential for timelike circular geodesics and null circular geodesics coalesce into zero energy geodesics . This zero energy geodesics are hovering on the horizon but does not fall in or out. They eventually mold themselves to the spacetime curvature. This happens only in extremal blackhole spacetime. The possible existence of this zero energy trajectory on the event horizon of an extremal Kerr spacetime is a surprising feature. The evidence of this is that it appears as a global minimum of the effective potential. Notice that, the location of the ISCO on the event horizon is clearly indicated by the effective potential, its actual existence may illusory [8] , since generically the black hole event horizon has a spatial foliation as a marginal outer trapped surface. Further, it is the limit of an infinite set of outer trapped surface 'inside' it i.e. for r < M. This implies that any stable circular orbit of massive particle and null circular orbit of massless particles on and encircling the horizon must end up with the null geodesic generators of the future horizon.
